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In this paper we deal with the problem of outliers in a multivariate ARMA-process. The location 
of the suspicious values is assumed to be known. 
In order to estimate the parameters, the maximum likelihood method is applied. The estimators 
are shown to be strong consistent, if the degree of contamination is not too big. Furthermore a 
test of discordancy for the general linear hypothesis is introduced. On condition that the white 
noise is multivariate normally distributed, the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic is 
calculated. 
Simultaneous treatment of the time series shows some advantages. It is possible to detect 
outliers, which cannot be determined by a separate investigation of the components. 
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Introduction 
The published work on outliers in time series can be divided into the distinct areas 
of accommodation and detection. When we are interested in an outlier-robust 
estimation procedure for certain unknown model parameters, we shall use methods 
from robust statistics. Some proposals have been made both for time-domain (robust 
estimators for the parameters of an autoregressive process, see e.g. [14]), and for 
frequency-domain (robust estimation of the spectrum [ 131) characteristics. Some- 
times the main interest is to locate the position of the outliers. Concerning this topic 
there exist only a few papers (e.g. [l, 2, 10, 16-181). 
In this paper we suppose that the location of certain suspicious observations is 
known. Now the question arises whether one resp. which of these values can be 
regarded as an outlier. Problems of that kind appear in practice, whenever an 
exogenous signal influences the interesting system, e.g. the effect of an electroshock 
on the EEG of a patient recorded from the scalp at certain positions, the influence 
of a dry year on the crop of wheat and maize etc. 
To describe the occurrence of outliers we use a mean-shift model, i.e. a measure- 
ment provides a realization of a process resulting from an overlapping of the 
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interesting (undisturbed) process with a kind of jump process. Following Fox, they 
are called type I outliers. A type I outlier is a special type of an additive outlier 
[14], but its quantity and location is deterministic. 
Schmid [ 17, 181 discussed such problems. The undisturbed process was assumed 
to be an autoregressive process. Several tests of discordancy were proposed, the 
asymptotic distribution of each test statistic was calculated. In [17] the number of 
outliers was finite, the tests turned out to be not consistent. 
Now it seems to be more reasonable to consider the number of outliers as a 
function of the sample size. For this reason Schmid [18] introduced another test, 
which shows a kind of consistency behaviour, if this quantity converges to infinity. 
The present paper is an extension of these results to the multidimensional case. 
“A major problem in detecting multivariate outliers is that an observation may 
not be extreme on any of the original variables, but it can still be an outlier because 
it does not conform with the correlation structure of the remainder of the data 
[ 12, p. 1741.” 
Several informal procedures have been proposed to detect multivariate outliers 
in any multivariate data set (e.g. [4, Chapter 9.41, [12, Chapter lo]), but they seldom 
require assumptions about the outlier generating hypothesis and do not (in general) 
lead to any formal test of discordancy. These methods base on certain reduction 
measures, e.g. principal component analysis has turned out to be a useful tool [12]. 
Here our aim is to give a test of discordancy. We use the information about the 
structure of the underlying process. Instead of a univariate AR-process a multivariate 
autoregressive moving-average process is given. 
To estimate the parameters we use the maximum likelihood method. In Theorem 
1 it is proved that the estimators are strong consistent, if the degree of contamination 
is not too big. A test for the general linear hypothesis is derived in Section 3. In 
the case of a normally distributed white noise, the asymptotic distribution of the 
test statistic is calculated (Theorem 2). Consequently a test of significance is available, 
which allows us to answer the above questions. 
By means of a Monte Carlo study we verify the finite sample relevance of the 
asymptotic results (Section 4). 
Simultaneous treatment of time series shows some advantages. Using the knowl- 
edge about the correlation of the series, it is possible to detect outliers, which cannot 
be found by investigating each component with the method given in [17, 181. 
1. Model 
In this paper {Y(t)},,Z denotes an m-variate autoregressive moving-average process 
(ARMA(p, q)) on the probability space (0, E, P), i.e. { Y(t)},,= is a solution of the 
difference equation 
i B(j)Y(t-j)= t A(k)&(t-k), FEZ, 
,=o k=O 
(1.1) 
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where B(j), j = 0, . . , p, A(k), k = 0, . . . , q, are real m x m matrices, B(0) = A(0) = 
1,. The maximum lag lengths p, q E N,, in (1.1) are a priori prescribed. 
The unobserved inputs {c(t)} are white noise, i.e. 
E(s([))=O, tgz, 
(1.2) 
E(s(tMW =-WI, t,ZEZwithR(z)=m 
(symbol: R(C) rank of C). 
Furthermore we are only interested in (weakly) stationary solutions of (l.l), 
{ Y(r)),,Z stationary. (1.3) 
There is exactly one stationary solution of (l.l), if det h(z; B) # 0 for all z E d) with 
Iz[ = 1, where h(z) = h(z; B) =I,!+ B(j)z’. 
A fundamental difficulty for mixed ARMA models (p > 0 and q > 0) arises from 
the question of identifiability. The spectral density matrix function of a causal 
invertible ARMA process does not uniquely determine the process {Y(t)} unless 
further conditions are imposed. We make the following requirements (structural 
identifiability) (g(z) = g(z; A) =C& A(k)zk): 
det h(z; B) f 0 for IzI5 1, 
(1.4) 
detg(z;A)#O forlzlS1, 
g and h are left prime (1.5) 
(i.e. if g(z) = e(z)gr(z), h(z) = e(z)h,(z) where e, g,, h, are matrices ofpolynomials, 
then e(z) has constant determinant), 
rg(B(p): A(q)) = m. (1.6) 
If (1.4)-(1.6) are satisfied the structure is ‘simply identified’. Hence the parameter 
space 0 of the undisturbed system is given by 
@ = {(i, Ai> E [W(p+q)m2: h(z;E),g(z;A)satisfy(l.4)-(1.6))xI-I 
=O*xH~IW’withZ=(p+q)m2+$z(m+l), 
where H = {(uII,. . . , q,,,, Use,. . . , u,,, . . . , u,,)‘: (z+)~,~=~ ,.__, , is positive definite 
and symmetric} E Iw m(mt’)‘2. 
In the following B0 = (B, A, u) denotes the true parameter value and 2 = 
(%j>i,j= I,...,m . 
Basing on the influence of an exogenous signal we are not able to observe the 
interesting system {Y(t)}. Thus a measurement provides a realization of a process 
{x(t)>, X(t) = (X,1,. . . , X,,)‘, which relates to { Y(t)}, Y(t) = ( Y,,l, . . . , Y,J’ as 
follows (6,, Kronecker delta): 
X,,i= Y,,,+ 1 a~)~&;), i=l,..., m, t=l,..., n, 
L.=l 
where 
I<q’l”<q:“<. . . < q(F(' s n, i=l,...,m, 
q;)EN, a;?ER, ?J=l,.. .,s;, i=l,..., 171. 
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The magnitudes of the suspicious values are given by a, = (a!‘), . . . , al:), . . . , al:‘)‘. 
These values appear at the positions qv’, u = 1,. . . , Siy i = 1,. . . , m. 
In this paper a, and 4:’ are deterministic quantities. We assume 4:’ = qE’( n) to 
be an arbitrary, but known function. si = Si( n) denotes a given upper bound for the 
number of outliers in the ith component of the time series. 
By analogy to [lo, 16-181, at’ is called a type I outlier for the process {Y(r)} at 
the position qy’, if at’ f 0. 
In practice blocks of outliers often occur. The structure of these blocks is rather 
manifold. Using the above model we can describe such disturbances by a certain 
number for type I outliers. This is another point of view as it is usually made in 
intervention analysis, where more information about the structure of the disturbance 
is required. 
This paper is an extension of the results given in [ 17, 181 to the multivariate case. 
With the help of [ 17,181 we are able to investigate each component of an ARMA( p, 0) 
process for type I outliers. Here we are interested in a treatment of the process as 
a unity using information about the correlation structure of the process. 
2. Estimators for the parameters 
A realization x, = (x(l)‘, . . . , x(n)‘)’ of the process {X(t)} is given. We calculate 
estimators for the parameters with the maximum likelihood method. The -2~~’ 
fold of the logarithm of the likelihood under Gaussian assumptions is given by 
L,,(f?,b,,)=ilogdet c,(e)+~rlC,,(O)~‘r,,, 
where 
7, = (T(l)‘, . . . ) 7(n)‘)‘, T(j)=X(j)- t b”‘6- u,n 1.41’) 3 
“=I > t=l,...,m 
and for 13 = (g, A, u’) E 0, C,, (0) denotes an nm x nm matrix with 
I 
71 
C(Z- k; 0) = ei”mk)hf(h; 0) dh 
--71 
in the (I, k)th block, furthermore 
f(A; 0) =& h(e’“; i)-‘g(ei^; fi)&(emi”; A)‘(h(e-‘“; B)‘)-‘, 
with 2 = ( r?ii)i,j=l ,._,, m . 
However, we do not make Gaussian assumptions. 
The likelihood function of an ARMA process has a complicated behaviour at the 
boundary of the set 0 [7]. Deistler, Dunsmuir and Hannan [7, 81 proved strong 
consistency and asymptotic normality of the ML estimators for 0 in the undisturbed 
case. Rissanen and Caines [15] restrict their considerations on a suitable compact 
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parameter set SE O*. They obtain the same results but the stronger conditions 
permit the use of simpler proof techniques. 
In the following we also restrict us to a compact set 0, E 0 and assume 00~ dr 
(interior of 0,). Thus the parameter space in the disturbed case is given by 
o,,, = 0, x [w”‘“‘, wheres(n)= f s,(n). 
,=1 
We obtain estimators (i,,, a^,,) for (&, a,) by minimizing L,( 8, b,) over O,,, . In 
practice solutions can be calculated with a quasi-Newton algorithm. 
There exists minb,&w’(“) L, (19, b,) = L, (8, 6, (19)). 6, (0) is uniquely determined and 
continuous for f3 E 0,. Hence mine, n L, (8, b,) = L, (t?,, a^,) exists, where &, denotes 
an arbitrary solution and 8, = a^,( ii). 
We get more information about 6, by calculating the derivative of L, with respect 
to b,. It follows 
(2.1) 
with 
A(l) r(m) 4 = (ql,, . . . , us,,n, . . . , ~.wJ’, 
c n to)-‘= wmw,,k=, , ,n 3 Ci/Y’(e) =(C!<!jCe))i,j=l ,..., m, 
hence 
Thus 2;; - al” = Y‘,c;),, + f,, , where fu, does not depend on Y,~;J,~, I= 1, . . . , Sk, k = 
1 ,... , m, but only from gn and the other Y,,i, so that for the calculation of @,$ the 
other suspicious values are not taken into consideration. Furthermore the values 
X&j,,, u= l,.. .,s,, l= 1,. ..) m, are not used to calculate f?,,. Hence L,(;,,, ii,) does 
not depend on X,:1,,, u=l,..., s,, I=1 ,..., m. 
Now we shall prove that the estimator i,, for 0 is strong consistent. First we show 
that the contribution of 11 &, - a, I]/fi is asymptotically neglectible (11.1) Euclidean 
norm on [w’). This can be shown by applying the following result (see e.g. [8, pp. 350- 
3511 resp. (m = 1) [5, p. 3681): 
If E > 0 is arbitrary, then there exists an AR(M) process with spectral density 
matrix function PM, such that II P,,,,(h ; f3) -f (A ; tl-' I( < E uniformly in (A, ,9) E 
[ -rr, ~1 x 0, , where 11 D (1 = JA,,,( D’D) for D E [w ‘“’ and A,,,( 2) denotes the largest 
eigenvalue of 2 E [w’“‘. 
Since the inverse of the correlation matrix of an autoregressive process is known 
(e.g. [3, p. 226]), this approximation turns out to be very important. 
Let 
c;(e) = m e”“_j’“(P,(A; e))-1 dh ; 
-lr > u,j=I,...,n 
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then it follows (Ki > 0, i = 1,2) 
IIC~(~)-‘-C,(B)-‘JJ~KK,)IC~(~)-C,(~)))~K~E. 
Lemma 1. Suppose the conditions (1.2)-( 1.4), 
{ Y(f)} ergodic, 
E(((Y(1)\12+S)<00 forsomei?>O, 
a3 
s(n) 
c (-) 
1+s/2 
<a, 6 as above, 
n=, n 
are satisjied; then 
II&-a,II/G -f&+ 0. 
Proof. Let Cz( 0)-’ = (cv;i’( 19)) then 
s cIE& II(yt,i)l17 where F > 0 is arbitrary, C, constant. 
Using c$T;-’ = 0 whenever II - tl> M(E) [3, p. 2261 we get 
since 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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i.e. c$‘(0) is uniformly bounded in t, 1, i, j, n, 0, M. Because of 
p JT i f c y;c;,+,, > & 
( n i,j=l p=l ikl=M > 
=G 
((2M + l)ms(n))“” 
(n&) 
Ita/ 
ML+“* ; i 2 E (I Yq$J+k,i12+*) 
;,,=I *=I IklsM 
Its/2 
2+c5 
M , 
the proof is finished. 0 
In Lemma 1 we demand (2.5) for 6 > 0 to include the case s(n) constant. 
Corollary 1. Suppose the conditions (1.2)-( 1.4), 
E(ll Y(L)114)<? 
{E(r)I,,z independent and identically distributed, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
lim 
s(n)’ 
1_i=O forsomer>O, 
n+oo n (2.8) 
are satis$ed; then 
116, -a,I(/n”4 --&+ 0. 
Proof. Using results about the best approximation to functions by trigonometric 
polynomials [19, Chapter 31 it can be shown (see e.g. [8, pp. 362-3631 resp. (m = 1) 
[5, p. 3821) that for all TVs IV0 there is an AR process with spectral density matrix 
I?,(A; 13)’ such that 
sup [II’&; O)-f(h; e)y'II =O(l/Nk). 
(h.H)F[~T,TlXO, 
The degree of FN is of order 4N -2. Since (f-')(k) exists and is uniformly bounded 
for all k E N, k can be chosen arbitrary. 
Let N = [ r~~‘~], K > l/q then the proof follows with the same arguments as given 
in Lemma 1. 0 
We define for 0 E 0, 
i,((e)=ilogdet C,,(B)+; YlC,,(Ol-‘Y,, 
where 
Y, = ( Y(l)‘, . , . , Y(n)‘)’ and rnin i,(8) = i,(i,,). 
I 
Furthermore 
L(0)=logdet2.(8)+1 2n 1 tr(f(h; e)-'f(A; &I)) dA 
71 
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for8EO,whereE(8)=$if8=(&A,J). 
Next it is shown that the estimatois {e^,} are strong consistent. This follows fray 
Lemma 1 and the consistency of 8, [8]. In the proof of the consistency of 8, 
identifiability is very important. 1 
Theorem 1. Suppose the conditions (1.2)-(1.6), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7) are satisfied; 
then : 
(a) i,(&)--i,(gn) 5 0. 
Proof. (a) We have 
o<mjni,(e)- min L,(e, b,)=L,,(~n)-L,(fTn,&) 
I 0, xR’(“) 
~~,(~~)-L,(~~,a^,)=L,(~“,a,)-L,(~~,a^,) 
0 by Lemma 1. 
(b) Using Lemma 2,3 from Dunsmuir and Hannan [8] it follows that 
L”,(B) 
a.s. 
- L(e) uniformly in eg 0,. 
n-m 
This rezult is proved by approximatingf-’ by a matrix of trigonometric polynomials. 
Since 8, is strong consistent we get 
The remainder of the assertion follows by contradiction. It is assumed that 
6” a’ fJJ, 
+ -cc 
i.e. for all N E 2 with P(N) = 0 exists wg E fi - N and a subsequence { nk ( coo)} c N 
with lim k_ca $,n,Cw,,(wo) = e,(o,) Z B,,, &(w,,) E 0,. Since there is N* E 2 with 
P( N*) = 0 and wg E a- N” such that 
~nl(w”)(~~nic,“,(W,))(Wo) k L(6(wo)) + L(e,), 
this is impossible. 0 
Theorem 1 shows that the maximum likelihood method provides a good estimator 
for 8. To prove Theorem 3 and 4 of Section 3, this result turns out to be inadequate. 
We require a better statement about the asymptotic behaviour, however a charac- 
terization of convergence in probability, is sufficient. 
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Theorem 2. Suppose the conditions (1.2)-( 1.4), (2.6)-(2.8) are satisfied; then 
(a) &(i,(&-L,,(L)) + 0. 
(b) If furthermore (1.5) and (1.6) are assumed, then 
n”4( in - e,) + 0. 
Proof. (a) The proof follows with the same arguments as given in the proof of 
Theorem l(a) using Corollary 1. 
(b) O&(i,ce^,)-i,(i,,, 
Since 
we get following Dunsmuir [9], 
H is positive definite and with (a) the result follows. 0 
3. Test of discordancy 
Our aim is to give an answer to the questions, whether the given data contain type 
I outliers or not respectively whether certain values are type I outliers or not. 
In the following G, denotes a known r(n) x s(n) matrix with R(G,) = r(n) s 
s(n), q,, E R”‘“’ known. Furthermore 
c,(e) = ((c~~~q~‘,;j(e))c=l ,._, r,,*=l,_.., r,)i,j=l,._., m 3 
e;= C,(&), cn = G(fA,), ~n=G(k7), c, = cl(&), 
h(n)=(G,a,-a,,)'(G,(C,)-'Go)-'(G,a,-~,,), 
L =(G,a^,-a,,,)'(G,(~,)~'G',)-'(G,a^,-a0,,), 
TZ = (G&(&)-a,,, )'(G,(C,)-'G~)~'(G,a*,(e,)-a,.,). 
We shall give a test for the linear hypotheses H, : G,a, = 4,, against K, : G,a, f a,,, . 
First an approximation to T,, is derived. 
Lemma 2. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 2(b) are satisfied, furthermore 
&l~a,I12/n”4ic, (3.1) 
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and for n 2 n, it is assumed 
0 < M’ ~ h,i”( G,G’,) ~ 11 G,G:, 11~ Mz < ~0, 
where h,,,(Z) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of Z, 
IIG:,G,II s M~<w, 
and 
lim s( n)2/n”2-7 = 0 for some 7 > 0; 
n-m 
then 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
P 
T,, - T: - 0. 
n-cc 
Proof. We have 
T,-(G,,a^,(Bo)-~,,)‘(G,(C,)~‘G~)~’(G,a^,(Bo)-ao,,) 
=(G,a^,-a,,)‘((G,(~,)~‘G~)~‘-(G,(C,)~’G~)~’)(G,ci,-~,,) 
+(a^,-a*,(B,))‘G~(G,(C,)~‘G~)~‘G,(a^,-a^,(B,)) 
+2(-a,,,+G,a^,(8,))‘(G,(C,)-‘G~)-’G,(-a^,(8,)+a^,) 
=1,+11,+111,. 
It follows with (3.2) (C,, i = 0,. . . ,9, denote positive constants) 
lI,,(s ll(G,(~,)-‘G~)~‘-(G,(C,)-‘G~)-‘II IlG,A -ao,nl12 
s ll(~~,(&‘,)~‘G;)~‘ll I~G,(~‘,)-‘G:,-G,(C,)-‘G:,(I 
x Il(G,,(CT’Gi,~‘Il llG,& -ao,,l12 
sC,~“~I\G,,(~~)~‘G~-G,(C~)-‘G~II (IG~?,-a,,,ll~n-“~. 
Since for [Iz, II = 1, 
Iz;(G,(&~‘G: - G,(C;)-‘G)Z,~ 
~clllc,~~~,)-~,~~,~ll~~2ll~~-~“ll 
with (3.2) and (Il?,,\l = 1) 
I~xC,(kJ - C,,(b))~~l 
c c,II& - 611, 
we get 
(I,,I~ C4n”411i,, -&(lnp”4\(G,& -a,J2. 
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Furthermore 
a^,-a^,(e,)=a^,-a,-(a^,(e,)-a,) 
Since 
= IV, + v,. 
n”‘llIV,II s C,n “411’n -‘Oil 1) (,E, ,i, Y,,ic~~~‘,ij(‘f7)) 1) ‘-“’ + O> 
as in the proof of Corollary 1 and Theorem 2, and by using the approximation 
described in Corollary 1, 
n”81)V~II~C6n1’8 IK iF, ,g, u,i(cl~~),~(~~)-cji~),~(e,,))) I) + O. 
Hence 
n”811& -&(&)I1 + 0, 
so that 
[II,js C,IIG,,(a”, -a^,(&))ll’ G 0 with (3.3). 
Now 
(IG,& - ~~,~ll~n-“~ 
s n-“411G,(a^, -&(e,))+ Gn~n(~0)-ao,nl12 
~2n~“4~~Gn(~n-a^,(8,))~~2+2n-“4~~G,a^,(80)-~,,~~2 
= VI, -fVlI,, 
VI, -L 0 as above with (3.3), 
n+r 
VII,~4n~“4)(G~(~n(~,)-a,)~~2+4n-”4~~G,a,-u,,,~~2 
< C8n-“411a^,(80)-u,I(2+0(1) using (3.1) and (3.4), 
E(li(in(eo)-kl12)=+ ll(C;)+, i, ~,&$,li(eO)) 11’) 
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hence 
VII, = O,(l), 
so that 
and finally 
P P 
I* - 0 and III, - 0. 0 n+‘x n-m 
Theorem 3. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 2 are satisfied and additionally 
M = lim,,, r(n) < 03, 
e(t)-.N(O,E) fortEZ ( multivariate normal distribution). (3.6) 
It follows that: 
(a) If lim,,, A(n)=AE[O,cO), then 
lim P( T,, <x) = xzM,*(x) (non-central X*-distribution). 
n+u, 
(b) 1. lim,,, h(n) =a, then 
lim P(T,,>x)=l. 
n+cn 
Proof. Since 
we have 
a^,(&) -X(a,, (KY’), 
hence 
T: - xf~n,,~~n~. 
With Lemma 2 the assertion follows. q 
Remark. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3 we have 
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Testing problems of the above kind occur if a finite number of positions is investigated 
for outliers. The test is not consistent. 
Next the case lim,,, r(n) = CO is considered. Such a situation occurs in the testing 
problem 
H,: a, = 0 against K, : a, # 0, 
or if a single component of the time series is examined for type I outliers. With 
P(A (H,) the probability of the occurrence of A under H, is denoted, by analogy 
P(A]K,). 
The same procedure as in [18] yields a suitable test statistic TL. We make 
the transformation g,(t) = &%J2r( n) - 1 and choose Tk = gn( T,,). Hence 
lim,,, P( TI, d x 1 H,) = 4(x), where 4 denotes the normal distribution with expecta- 
tion 0 and variance 1. 
Lemma 3. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied. Let {r(n)} be monotone 
increasing with lim,,, r(n) = 00. Furthermore we assume (3.6) and 
$cll G a, - a,,, II = a, (3.7) 
!irirm(h(n)+r(l)-l-i(c,+JZr(n)-l)*)=W, (3.8) 
where +(c,)=l-CY. Then 
lim P(JE-J2r(n)-l>c,)=l 
II - X 
Proof. See [ 18, Lemma 31. 0 
Theorem 4. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied. Let {r(n)} be monotone 
increasing with lim,,, r(n) = 00 and assume (3.6). It follows that: 
(a) Zf lim,,, h(n) =O, then 
lim P( TL < x) = 4(x). 
n-m 
(b) Zf (3.7) is satisfied and there is E > 0 with (cm as above) 
F_%m(-e+A(n)+r(l)-1-$(c,+J2r(n)-l)*)=a?, (3.9) 
then 
lim P(TL>c,)=l. 
n-ten 
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Proof. Follows with Lemma 2 and [18, Lemma 41. 0 
With this result a test of discordancy is practicable. The test shows a kind of 
consistent behaviour, if A(n) is suitable. For example in the case m = 1, q = 0, 
G = I,,, , at,,, = 0, 
the assumption (3.9) is satisfied. 
4. Simulation study 
By means of the Monte Carlo method the behaviour of the test cp(x,) = I(_,( T,(x,)) 
(Ia denotes the indicator function of A), where x$(c) = 1 - (Y, was analyzed for 
finite sample size. We have generated 200 independent samples of multivariate 
ARMA-processes. Each process was contaminated by adding a\” resp. a’,” and a?’ 
to randomly selected observations. Then we have determined the corresponding 
empirical power function (l/N) Cc, Itc,+( T,,(x,(i))). For the calculation of the 
estimators a quasi-Newton algorithm was applied. 
In the following we present results for the univariate AR-process Pl (q = 0, m = 1): 
Pl: P =2, B( 1) = -0.7, B(2) = 0.1, 2 = 1, 
and the multivariate AR-process P (q = 0, m = 2): 
P: p=3, B(2) = 
First the univariate case shall be discussed. We choose sr = 1 and consider the testing 
problem H(r): a(,‘) = 0 against K(l): a(,‘) # 0. Fig. 1 shows the empirical power function 
(EPF) for various values of the sample size n and the asymptotic power function 
(APF). The approximation turns out to be acceptable, if n > 50. 
In Fig. 2 the power functions for the hypotheses H”‘: a:” = 0 against K”‘: a\” # 0 
are given. Note that these functions do not depend on ay’, but only of the distance 
between the outliers. It can be seen, that the approximation is good. A comparison 
of Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 illustrates the advantage of the multivariate approach. If the 
knowledge of the correlation structure is taken into consideration, better tests of 
discordancy are obtained. 
Next we have dealt with the testing problem Hc3): ai’) = a(12) = 0 against Kc3’: a(,‘) # 
0 or ai” Z 0 (see Table 1). As above a good correspondence can be observed. 
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Fig, 1. EPF and APF as a function of a:” for H(” against K “‘.EPF:n=20(xx),n=S0(00),n=200 
(++). APF: (-). (Pl, m = 1, s, = 1, n =O.OS.) 
Table 1 
EPF and APF as a function of ai’) and a$” for HC3’ against K O) (P m=2, s,=l, s,=l, n=200, , 
jqy’-qy’/>3, a=O.OS) 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 
a(l’)a EPF APF EPF APF EPF APF EPF APF EPF APF EPF APF 
0.00 0.06 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.13 0.13 0.23 0.25 0.46 0.42 0.66 0.62 
0.25 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.22 0.21 0.36 0.33 0.54 0.50 0.67 0.68 
0.50 0.39 0.36 0.42 0.38 0.51 0.46 0.55 0.57 0.71 0.70 0.80 0.83 
0.75 0.76 0.72 0.70 0.73 0.71 0.78 0.86 0.84 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.95 
1 .oo 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 
1.25 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Fig. 2. EPF and APF as a function of a:” for H”’ against K”‘. (P, m = 2, s, = s2 = 1, n = 200, (qj”- q(“( > 
3, u = 0.05.) 
Our simulations show that the empirical power function quite well approximates 
the asymptotic power function, provided that the sample size is reasonable (n 2 50). 
Consequently the test rp seems to be suitable for the examination of a time series 
on the presence of outliers. 
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